
Flag description: DECADE data 

 

Temperature 

 

1. Missing temperature interval (mis.tem.int) 

0 = none 

1 = slight (<= 1 °C) 

2 = moderate (<= 2 °C, > 1 °C) 

3 = Large (> 2 °C) 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 If correctable, flag refers to corrected data 

 

 

 

2. Missing temperature interval corrections (mis.tem.int.cor) 

xx = correction (add to raw data) 

-777.7 = remove value 

-888.8 = uncorrectable 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 If mis.tem.int = 0, mis.tem.int.cor = -999.9 

 Corrections must be added to uncorrected values 

 If corrections are applicable, all flags refer to the corrected data 

 

 

 

3. Asymmetric rounding patterns (asy.rou) 

0 = no asymmetric rounding patterns 

1 = slight asymmetric rounding patterns 

2 = moderate asymmetric rounding patterns 

3 = strong asymmetric rounding patterns 

-888.8 = unit conversion 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

4. Unit conversion (uni.con)  

0 = no conversion 

1 = conversion from 1 °F 

2 = conversion from 2 °F 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

5. Unit conversion rounding error (uni.con.err)  

0 = no 

1 = yes 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 If uni.con = 0, uni.con.err = -999.9 

 



6. Measurement precision (mea.pre) 

1 = 0.1 °C 

2 = 0.2 °C 

3 = 0.5 °C 

4 = 1.0 °C 

5 = 2.0 °C 

6 = > 2.0 °C 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 Flag describes lower bound of precision 

 

 

 

7. Measurement precision indistinctness (mea.pre.ind) 

0 = none 

1 = slight 

2 = moderate 

3 = strong 

-888.8 = unit conversion 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

8. Measurement precision inconsistencies (mea.pre.inc) 

0 = none 

1 = low frequency 

2 =medium frequency 

3 = high frequency 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

9. Other quality problems (oth.qua.pro) 

0 = none 

1 = slight 

2 = moderate 

3 = strong 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

10. Gross inhomogeneity frequency (gro.inh) 

0 = none 

1 = low 

2 = moderate 

3 = high 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 



11. Outstanding reliability (out.rel) 

0 = no 

1 = yes 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 Time series segments of exceptional quality regarding all tests applied here are 

flagged by a "1" 

 

12. GHCN-D QC for all measurements (GHCND.all) 

A = no flag 

x = GHCN-D flag 

Z = test not applied 

 All time series and time series sections used 

 No corrections before applying GHCN-D tests 

 For details on the GHCN-D flags, see "Documentation for the GHCN-Daily QC 

Programs" by Menne and Durre, Durre et al. (2010), Menne et al. (2012) 

 

13. GHCN-D QC for all measurements adapted (GHCND.all.ada) 

A = no flag 

x = GHCN-D flag 

B = blunder 

Z = test not applied 

 All time series and time series sections used 

 No corrections before applying GHCN-D tests 

 Blunders (< -999.9, > 1000) were not flagged by GHCN-D: flag "B" added for 

unflagged values < -70 and > 70 

 Flags for internal consistency failures due to TN ≤ TX+1day removed by flag "A" 

 For details on the GHCN-D flags, see "Documentation for the GHCN-Daily QC 

Programs" by Menne and Durre, Durre et al. (2010), Menne et al. (2012) 

 

14. GHCN-D QC for selected time series segments (GHCND.sel) 

A = no flag 

x = GHCN-D flag 

Z = test not applied 

 Values corrected (if correction available) before applying GHCN-D tests 

 Time series segments not satisfying the following conditions were removed 

before applying GHCN-D tests: 

o mis.tem.int > 1 

o uni.con.err > 0 

o asy.rou > 2 

o mea.pre > 4 

o oth.qua.pro > 1 

o gro.inh > 2 

 Values with the flag "Z" should be removed for further analyses 

 For details on the GHCN-D flags, see "Documentation for the GHCN-Daily QC 

Programs" by Menne and Durre, Durre et al. (2010), Menne et al. (2012) 

 

 

 

 



15. GHCN-D QC for selected time series segments (GHCND.sel.ada) 

 Combination of GHCND.sel and GHCND.all.ada 

 

16. Monthly means for all measurements (mon.mea.all) 

x = monthly mean 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Values with an adapted GHCN-D flag (GHCND.all.ada) were removed 

 Months with > 5 missing values or > 3 missing values in succession were 

considered as incomplete (i.e. missing value) 

 

17. Monthly outliers detected by ACMANT3monthirreg for all measurements (acm.mon.out.all) 

0 = no monthly outlier 

1= monthly outlier 

-888.8 = outlier test not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly means of all measurements (mon.mea.all) were tested for outliers 

applying ACMANT3monthirreg 

 

18. Monthly break points detected by ACMANT3monthirreg for all measurements 

(acm.mon.bp.all) 

0 = no break point 

1 = break point 

-777.7 = monthly mean detected as outlier (acm.mon.out.all), break detection not 

applied 

-888.8 = break detection not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly means of all measurements (mon.mea.all) were tested for breakpoints 

applying ACMANT3monthirreg 

 Flag "1" indicates the last month of a homogeneous time series segment 

 

19. Monthly break adjustments by ACMANT3monthirreg for all measurements (acm.mon.adj.all) 

x = adjustment value (must be added to monthly mean) 

-777.7 = monthly mean detected as outlier (see acm.mon.out.all), break adjustment 

not applied 

-888.8 = break detection not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly break adjustments for means of all measurements (mon.mea.all) were 

calculated applying ACMANT3monthirreg 

 

20. Interpolated monthly means by ACMANT3monthirreg for all measurements  (acm.int.val.all) 

x = interpolated monthly mean 

-888.8 = interpolation not calculated 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly interpolations for all measurements (mon.mea.all) were calculated 

applying ACMANT3monthirreg 

 

 

 

 



21. ACMANT3monthirreg flags for all measurements  (acm.fla.all) 

0 = sporadic observed value, out of the treated period of the time series. 

1 = homogenized value 

2 = observed value, not homogenized 

3 = interpolated value from sufficient number of other values, within the 

homogenized period 

4 = interpolated value from sufficient number of other values, out of the 

homogenized period 

5 = interpolated value from limited number of other values, within the homogenized 

period 

6 = interpolated value from limited number of other values, out of the homogenized 

period 

7 = interpolated value, with the use of 1 only observed value 

8 = missing value is substituted with the climatic normal value 

9 = missing data 

 Monthly flags for all measurements (mon.mea.all) were provided by applying 

ACMANT3monthirreg 

 For details on ACMANT3 flags, see "ACMANT3.0_Manual" by Peter Domonkos  

 

22. Monthly means for selected time series segments (mon.mea.sel) 

x = monthly mean 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Values with an adapted GHCN-D flag (GHCND.sel.ada) were removed 

 Months with > 5 missing values or > 3 missing values in succession were 

considered as incomplete (i.e. missing value) 

 

23. Monthly outliers detected by ACMANT3monthirreg for selected time series segments 

(acm.mon.out.sel) 

0 = no monthly outlier 

1= monthly outlier 

-888.8 = outlier test not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly means of selected time series segments (mon.mea.sel) were tested for 

outliers applying ACMANT3monthirreg 

 

24. Monthly break points detected by ACMANT3monthirreg for selected time series segments 

(acm.mon.bp.sel) 

0 = no break point 

1 = break point 

-777.7 = monthly mean detected as outlier (acm.mon.out.sel), break detection not 

applied 

-888.8 = break detection not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly means of selected time series segments (mon.mea.sel) were tested for 

breakpoints applying ACMANT3monthirreg 

 Flag "1" indicates the last month of a homogeneous time series segment 

 

 

 



25. Monthly break adjustments by ACMANT3monthirreg for selected time series segments 

(acm.mon.adj.sel) 

x = adjustment value (must be added to monthly mean) 

-777.7 = monthly mean detected as outlier (see acm.mon.out.sel), break adjustment 

not applied 

-888.8 = break detection not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly break adjustments for means of selected time series segments 

(mon.mea.sel) were calculated applying ACMANT3monthirreg 

 

26. Interpolated monthly means by ACMANT3monthirreg for selected time series segments  

(acm.int.val.sel) 

x = interpolated monthly mean 

-888.8 = interpolation not calculated 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly interpolations for selected time series segments (mon.mea.sel) were 

calculated applying ACMANT3monthirreg 

 

27. ACMANT3monthirreg flags for selected time series segments  (acm.fla.sel) 

0 = sporadic observed value, out of the treated period of the time series. 

1 = homogenized value 

2 = observed value, not homogenized 

3 = interpolated value from sufficient number of other values, within the 

homogenized period 

4 = interpolated value from sufficient number of other values, out of the 

homogenized period 

5 = interpolated value from limited number of other values, within the homogenized 

period 

6 = interpolated value from limited number of other values, out of the homogenized 

period 

7 = interpolated value, with the use of 1 only observed value 

8 = missing value is substituted with the climatic normal value 

9 = missing data 

 Monthly flags for selected time series segments (mon.mea.all) were provided by 

applying ACMANT3monthirreg 

 For details on ACMANT3 flags, see "ACMANT3.0_Manual" by Peter Domonkos  

 

 

  



Precipitation 

 

1. PRCP truncation (tru) 

0 = none 

1 = slight 

2 = partly 

3 = complete 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

2. PRCP truncation/accumulation around (tru.val) 

xx = lowest truncation/accumulation value (mm) 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 if tru = 0, tru.val = -999.9 

 

 

 

3. Number of truncation thresholds (tru.thr) 

0 = single 

1 = multiple 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 If tru = 0, tru.thr = -999.9 

 

 

 

4. Small PRCP gap (gap) 

0 = none 

1 = slight 

2 = partly 

3 = complete 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

5. Upper limit of small PRCP gap (gap.val) 

xx = upper limit (mm) 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 If gap = 0, gap.val = -999.9 

 

 

 

6. Weekly cycles (wee.cyc) 

0 = none 

1 = slight 

2 = moderate 

3 = strong 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 



7. Structure of weekly cycles (wee.cyc.str) 

1 = typical (WD lack followed by WD excess) 

2 = moderately untypical/unclear pattern 

3 = highly untypical/unclear 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 If wee.cyc = 0, wee.cyc.str = -999.9 

 

 

 

8. Asymmetric rounding patterns (asy.rou) 

0 = no asymmetric rounding patterns 

1 = slight asymmetric rounding patterns 

2 = moderate asymmetric rounding patterns 

3 = strong asymmetric rounding patterns 

-888.8 = unit conversion 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

9. Unit conversion (uni.con) 

0 = no conversion 

1 = conversion from 0.05 inch 

2 = conversion from 0.10 inch 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

10. Measurement precision (mea.pre) 

1 = 0.1 mm 

2 = 0.2 mm 

3 = 0.5 mm 

4 = 1.0 mm 

5 = 2.0 mm 

6 = > 2.0 mm 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 Flag describes lower bound of precision 

 

 

 

11. Measurement precision indistinctness (mea.pre.ind) 

0 = none 

1 = slight 

2 = moderate 

3 = strong 

-888.8 = unit conversion 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 



12. Measurement precision inconsistencies (mea.pre.inc) 

0 = none 

1 = low frequency 

2 =medium frequency 

3 = high frequency 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

13. Other quality problems (oth.qua.pro) 

0 = none 

1 = slight 

2 = moderate 

3 = strong 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

14. Gross inhomogeneity frequency (gro.inh) 

0 = none 

1 = low 

2 = moderate 

3 = high 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 

 

 

15. Outstanding reliability (out.rel) 

0= no 

1 = yes 

-999.9 = test not applied 

 Time series segments of exceptional quality regarding all tests applied here are 

flagged by a "1" 

 

 

 

16. GHCN-D QC for all measurements (GHCND.all) 

A = no flag 

x = GHCN-D flag 

Z = test not applied 

 All time series and time series sections used 

 No corrections before applying GHCN-D tests 

 For details on the GHCN-D flags, see "Documentation for the GHCN-Daily QC 

Programs" by Menne and Durre, Durre et al. (2010), Menne et al. (2012) 

 

 

 

 

 



17. GHCN-D QC for all measurements adapted (GHCND.all.ada) 

A = no flag 

x = GHCN-D flag 

B = blunder 

Z = test not applied 

 All time series and time series sections used 

 Blunders (< -999.9) were not flagged by GHCN-D: flag "B" added for unflagged 

values < 0 

 For details on the GHCN-D flags, see "Documentation for the GHCN-Daily QC 

Programs" by Menne and Durre, Durre et al. (2010), Menne et al. (2012) 

 

18. GHCN-D QC for selected time series segments (GHCND.sel) 

A = no flag 

x = GHCN-D flag 

Z = test not applied 

 Time series segments not satisfying the following conditions were removed 

before applying GHCN-D tests: 

o tru > 1 

o gap > 1 and gap.val > 5 

o wee.cyc > 2 and wee.cyc.str > 2 

o asy.rou > 2 

o mea.pre > 4 

o oth.qua.pro > 1 

o gro.inh > 2 

 Values with the flag "Z" should be removed for further analyses 

 For details on the GHCN-D flags, see "Documentation for the GHCN-Daily QC 

Programs" by Menne and Durre, Durre et al. (2010), Menne et al. (2012) 

 

19. GHCN-D QC for selected time series segments (GHCND.sel.ada) 

 Combination of GHCND.sel and GHCND.all.ada 

 

20. Monthly sums for all measurements (mon.mea.all) 

x = monthly sum 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Values with an adapted GHCN-D flag (GHCND.all.ada) were removed 

 Months with > 5 missing values or missing values in succession were considered 

as incomplete (i.e. missing value) 

 

21. Monthly outliers detected by ACMANP3 for all measurements (acm.mon.out.all) 

0 = no monthly outlier 

1= monthly outlier 

-888.8 = outlier test not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly sums of all measurements (mon.mea.all) were tested for outliers 

applying ACMANP3 

 

 

 

 



22. Monthly break points detected by ACMANP3 for all measurements (acm.mon.bp.all) 

0 = no break point 

1 = break point 

-777.7 = monthly sum detected as outlier (acm.mon.out.all), break detection not 

applied 

-888.8 = break detection not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly sums of all measurements (mon.mea.all) were tested for breakpoints 

applying ACMANP3 

 Flag "1" indicates the last month of a homogeneous time series segment 

 

23. Monthly break adjustments by ACMANP3 for all measurements (acm.mon.adj.all) 

x = adjustment factor (monthly sum must be multiplied by the adjustment factor) 

-777.7 = monthly sum detected as outlier (see acm.mon.out.all), break adjustment 

not applied 

-888.8 = break detection not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly break adjustments for sums of all measurements (mon.mea.all) were 

calculated applying ACMANP3 

 

24. Interpolated monthly sums by ACMANP3 for all measurements  (acm.int.val.all) 

x = interpolated monthly sum 

-888.8 = interpolation not calculated 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly interpolations for all measurements (mon.mea.all) were calculated 

applying ACMANP3 

 

25. ACMANP3 flags for all measurements  (acm.fla.all) 

0 = sporadic observed value, out of the treated period of the time series. 

1 = homogenized value 

2 = observed value, not homogenized 

3 = interpolated value from sufficient number of other values, within the 

homogenized period 

4 = interpolated value from sufficient number of other values, out of the 

homogenized period 

5 = interpolated value from limited number of other values, within the homogenized 

period 

6 = interpolated value from limited number of other values, out of the homogenized 

period 

7 = interpolated value, with the use of 1 only observed value 

8 = missing value is substituted with the climatic normal value 

9 = missing data 

 Monthly flags for all measurements (mon.mea.all) were provided by applying 

ACMANP3 

 For details on ACMANT3 flags, see "ACMANT3.0_Manual" by Peter Domonkos  

 

 

 

 



26. Monthly sums for selected time series segments (mon.mea.sel) 

x = monthly sum 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Values with an adapted GHCN-D flag (GHCND.sel.ada) were removed 

 Months with > 5 missing values or missing values in succession were considered 

as incomplete (i.e. missing value) 

 

27. Monthly outliers detected by ACMANP3 for selected time series segments (acm.mon.out.sel) 

0 = no monthly outlier 

1= monthly outlier 

-888.8 = outlier test not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly sums of selected time series segments (mon.mea.sel) were tested for 

outliers applying ACMANP3 

 

28. Monthly break points detected by ACMANP3 for selected time series segments 

(acm.mon.bp.sel) 

0 = no break point 

1 = break point 

-777.7 = monthly sum detected as outlier (acm.mon.out.sel), break detection not 

applied 

-888.8 = break detection not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly sums of selected time series segments (mon.mea.sel) were tested for 

breakpoints applying ACMANP3 

 Flag "1" indicates the last month of a homogeneous time series segment 

 

29. Monthly break adjustments by ACMANP3 for selected time series segments 

(acm.mon.adj.sel) 

x = adjustment factor (monthly sum must be multiplied by the adjustment factor) 

-777.7 = monthly sum detected as outlier (see acm.mon.out.sel), break adjustment 

not applied 

-888.8 = break detection not applied 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly break adjustments for sums of selected time series segments 

(mon.mea.sel) were calculated applying ACMANP3 

 

30. Interpolated monthly sums by ACMANP3 for selected time series segments  (acm.int.val.sel) 

x = interpolated monthly sum 

-888.8 = interpolation not calculated 

-999.9 = missing value 

 Monthly interpolations for selected time series segments (mon.mea.sel) were 

calculated applying ACMANP3 

 

 

 

 

 

 



31. ACMANP3 flags for selected time series segments  (acm.fla.sel) 

0 = sporadic observed value, out of the treated period of the time series. 

1 = homogenized value 

2 = observed value, not homogenized 

3 = interpolated value from sufficient number of other values, within the 

homogenized period 

4 = interpolated value from sufficient number of other values, out of the 

homogenized period 

5 = interpolated value from limited number of other values, within the homogenized 

period 

6 = interpolated value from limited number of other values, out of the homogenized 

period 

7 = interpolated value, with the use of 1 only observed value 

8 = missing value is substituted with the climatic normal value 

9 = missing data 

 Monthly flags for selected time series segments (mon.mea.all) were provided by 

applying ACMANP3 

 For details on ACMANT3 flags, see "ACMANT3.0_Manual" by Peter Domonkos  
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